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ANNEX C-1  

 

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE ON THE LAST WILL 

 

1. One of the Committee’s key tasks was to consider what Mr Lee’s wishes 

were in respect of the Property. In July 2016, the Committee wrote to the Parties, 

inviting their input on Mr Lee’s thinking in respect of the Property, and the 

context/ circumstances relating to Mr Lee’s thinking/ wishes, beyond what had 

already been made public then. The points made by the Parties regarding Mr 

Lee’s Last Will, which have since then come into the public domain, are 

summarised here.   

 

 

The Parties’ Submissions  
 

2. In their responses to the Committee, both (i) Mr LHL and (ii) Dr LWL and 

Mr LHY referred to the Demolition Clause, and provided their views on the 

significance of this Clause in Mr Lee’s Last Will.   

 

3. Dr LWL and Mr LHY informed the Committee that “demolishing the 

House was the unwavering, heartfelt, and deeply personal wish” of Mr Lee, and 

that this wish “cannot be compromised in any way without disrespecting his 

memory”. As evidence of this, Dr LWL and Mr LHY relied, inter alia, on the 

Demolition Clause in Mr Lee’s Last Will. In their view:  

 

(a) Mr Lee’s decision to express his wish for demolition publicly in his 

Last Will was “clear and incontrovertible evidence” that he wanted 

the Property demolished after his passing. 

 

(b) Mr Lee “did not want to make any acquisition of the Property easy, 

and sought to prevent it from happening”.  

 

(c) As a result, Mr Lee decided to express his wish for demolition in 

his will (in the form of the Demolition Clause), and made provision 

to have this wish made public.  

 

If the Property was acquired by the Government, Mr LHL as Prime 

Minister would then have to “suffer any political fallout” from 

defying Mr Lee’s “express and public (as well as private) wish”.  

 

(d) This was also reflected in the fact that the Demolition Clause 

publicly tasked each of Mr Lee’s children – including Mr LHL – to 

ensure that Mr Lee’s wishes were carried out.  
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4.  Mr LHL informed the Committee, inter alia, that:  

 

(a) Whilst Mr Lee’s personal wish was for the Property to be 

demolished, “after months of reflecting on the unanimous views 

expressed by Cabinet Ministers”,1 he “came to accept” that the 

Government may decide to preserve the Property, in the public 

interest. This “remained his position until he died”.  

  

(b) The Demolition Clause “does not detract” from Mr Lee’s 

acceptance of preservation. The Demolition Clause, as a whole, 

showed that Mr Lee was prepared to accept a decision by the 

Government to preserve the Property.  

 

(c) In addition, there were “serious questions about whether the 

Demolition Clause was inserted in the Last Will on Mr Lee’s 

instructions and with his knowledge”.  

 

(i) Mr Lee’s penultimate (sixth) will had given Dr LWL an extra 

share in his estate (relative to Mr LHL and Mr LHY).  

 

In late 2013, this became the subject of discussion between 

Mr Lee and Mr LHY. As a result of these discussions, Mr 

Lee decided to change his will to divide his estate equally 

among his three children (thereby increasing Mr LHY and 

Mr LHL’s shares).    

 

(ii) Unlike Mr Lee’s first to sixth wills, which were prepared by 

Ms Kwa Kim Li (“KKL”) from Lee & Lee, the Last Will was 

prepared by Mrs LSF’s firm, Stamford Law Corporation 

(“Stamford Law”, as it then was).  

 

It would appear that “in a matter of hours”, Mrs LSF and Mr 

LHY “had persuaded Mr Lee to let LSF’s firm, Stamford 

Law Corporation, prepare a new will and to sign it urgently”, 

the next day.  

 

- In the evening of 16 December 2013, Mrs LSF sent Mr 

Lee what she referred to as “the original agreed Will”, 

which gave the children equal shares in the estate.  

                                                             
1 Excluding Mr LHL. 
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- Less than 30 minutes later, Mr LHY told Mr Lee that he 

was unable to get in touch with Ms KKL, and suggested 

that his wife, Mrs LSF, and her partners could come 

round with an engrossed copy of the will to execute and 

witness it.  

 

- It is not clear why Mr LHY thought that the matter could 

not wait for Lee & Lee to prepare the new will, as it had 

done for Mr Lee’s first to sixth wills.  

 

(iii) The Last Will was signed by Mr Lee the following morning, 

with two lawyers from Stamford Law signing off as 

witnesses. The two lawyers were at Mr Lee’s residence for 

“only 15 minutes, including the time for logging in and out” 

from the Property.  

 

(iv) It would therefore appear that “whereas all that Mr Lee had 

wanted was to restore the division of the Estate to equal 

shares among the children … LSF and her fellow lawyers 

prepared a new will which went beyond that, and got Mr Lee 

to sign it, all in haste”.  

 

Amongst other things, the Demolition Clause, which had 

been removed from Mr Lee’s penultimate two wills (namely, 

his fifth and sixth wills), was re-inserted in the Last Will. 

 

The gift-over clause, with provisions for the scenarios where 

Mr LHL, Dr LWL or Mr LHY predeceased Mr Lee, was also 

absent.  

 

There was nothing to suggest that Mr Lee was “informed or 

advised about all the changes that were made when he signed 

the Last Will or that Mr Lee was properly advised about the 

contents of the Last Will”. In fact, there was “no evidence 

that Mr Lee even knew that the Demolition Clause had been 

re-inserted into the Last Will”.  

 

(v) After Mr Lee passed away, on 12 April 2015, his Last Will 

was read to the family by Mr Ng Joo Khin (“NJK”), a lawyer 

from Stamford Law.  
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At the reading, Mrs LSF “claimed that Mr Lee had asked her 

to prepare the Last Will, but that she had not wanted to get 

personally involved” and had therefore asked Mr NJK from 

her firm to handle the preparation of the Last Will.  

 

In reading the Last Will to the family, the “impression” given 

by Mr NJK was that he had prepared it, as Mrs LSF had 

claimed. However, Mr LHL was “not aware of any facts 

which show that NJK met or communicated with Mr Lee in 

connection with Mr Lee’s signing of the Last Will”.  

 

(vi) Instead, the circumstances showed that Mr LHY and Mrs 

LSF were “intimately involved in the events surrounding and 

leading up to the Last Will”. 

 

The involvement of Mrs LSF, as a lawyer (with Mr LHY also 

being involved) appeared to be a “conflict of interest”: “LSF 

was involved in the preparation and/or signing of the Last 

Will, while LHY was a beneficiary under the Last Will and 

stood to gain by the removal of LWL’s extra share in the 

Estate under the Last Will”. 

 

5. To ensure that it had the benefit of the Parties’ full views, the Committee 

shared each Party’s submissions with the other Party, and invited further 

representations.  

 

6. Mr LHL provided his responses to the Committee by way of statutory 

declaration. He informed the Committee that he decided to do so in view of the 

important matters of public interest that were raised. 

 

7. In response to the questions raised in Mr LHL’s submissions, Dr LWL and 

Mr LHY took the position, inter alia, that:  

 

(a) Mr Lee wanted the Property demolished and was “implacably 

opposed to any other outcome”.   

 

(b) The Demolition Clause in the first will was “personally instructed 

by Mr. Lee and reduced to writing by Mrs. Lee Suet Fern in August 

2011”.  
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(c) The grant of probate was conclusive of the validity and contents of 

Mr Lee’s Last Will. Mr LHL was therefore “legally bound to accept” 

that the Last Will “is the valid last testament of Mr. Lee”.  

 

(d) Mr LHL’s allegations against Mr LHY, Mrs LSF and Stamford Law 

were “baseless”.    

 

(i) The Last Will was “not drafted by Stamford Law Corporation 

or Mr. Ng Joo Khin, and LHL’s claimed recollection to this 

effect is clearly erroneous”. The drafting of the Last Will had 

“nothing to do with Mr. Ng Joo Khin”.  

 

(ii) The Last Will was engrossed on the basis of Mr Lee’s express 

instruction to revert to his first will from 2011.  

 

On the basis of this instruction, Mrs LSF “obtained what she 

understood to be the final version of the first will from 2011, 

without realising that a gift-over clause had been added to the 

executed version. This version was then engrossed without 

amendment by the solicitors from Stamford Law 

Corporation”.  

 

“No sinister motive can possibly be inferred from the 

accidental exclusion of the gift-over clause”, which was “not 

an important clause”. 

 

There were also “contemporaneous notes of the execution” of 

the Last Will showing that Mr Lee “carefully read the 

document and was fully aware of what he was signing”. 

 

(iii) Further, the urgency of the matter was explained by the fact 

that Mr Lee “had been in and out of hospital frequently prior 

to this, and consequently was anxious to put his affairs in 

order”.  

 

 

Clarifications Sought on the Last Will to assist the Committee in its Work 

 

(i) Dr LWL and Mr LHY  

 

8. After reviewing the correspondence from the Parties, in April 2017, the 

Committee sought their assistance to clarify various aspects of their respective 

positions. This was necessary as the Demolition Clause in Mr Lee’s Last Will 
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was of relevance to the Committee’s work. Parties were invited to furnish their 

responses by end May 2017. As Mr LHL had provided his responses by way of 

statutory declarations, the Committee asked if Dr LWL and Mr LHY were also 

prepared to put their responses by way of statutory declarations.  

 

9. In particular, the Committee asked Dr LWL and Mr LHY, inter alia:  

 

(a) Whether a lawyer advised Mr Lee on the Last Will, and if so, who 

this was;   

 

(b) To clarify the nature of Mrs LSF’s involvement (and that of her 

firm, Stamford Law) in the preparation of the Last Will; and  

 

(c) To provide the Committee with a copy of the contemporaneous 

notes of the execution of the Last Will, which Dr LWL and Mr 

LHY had referred to (see para 7(d)(ii) above). 

 

In view of the questions regarding her involvement in the Last Will, Mrs 

LSF was also invited to set out her position by way of a statutory 

declaration.  

 

10. The Committee explained to Dr LWL and Mr LHY that the legal validity 

of the Last Will was a matter between themselves, and Mr LHL, as beneficiaries. 

One of the Committee’s key tasks was to consider what Mr Lee’s wishes were in 

respect of the Property. However, as Dr LWL and Mr LHY took the position that 

the Committee should have regard to the Last Will as evidence that Mr Lee was 

not prepared to accept preservation of the Property, the circumstances in which 

that Last Will was prepared became relevant to the Committee’s work. That was 

the context in which the Committee sought the clarifications on the Last Will.  

 

11. On 12 May 2017, Dr LWL and Mr LHY replied, informing the Committee 

that they would only be able to respond to the Committee’s request for 

clarifications (if at all) at the earliest by the end of June, as they were travelling 

in the next two months.2  

 

12. On 14 June 2017, two weeks before the end-June date, Dr LWL and Mr 

LHY issued a public statement, titled: “What has happened to Lee Kuan Yew’s 

                                                             
2 Mr LHL provided his responses to the questions the Committee asked him on 31 May 2017. In essence, these 

questions related to: (1) whether there was any inconsistency between Mr LHL’s prior public statements, and his 

position in his letters to the Committee; and (2) why Mr LHL’s concerns about the Last Will were not raised 

earlier.  
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values?”. Amongst other things, they took issue with the formation of the 

Committee, and the scope of the Committee’s work.  

 

13. Later that same day, Dr LWL and Mr LHY sent a letter to the Committee, 

conveying their decision to “cease to engage” with the Committee. In the 

circumstances, the clarifications sought by the Committee regarding the 

preparation of the Last Will, and Mrs LSF’s involvement, as a lawyer, were not 

answered.  

 

14. Subsequently, on 16 June 2017, Mr LHY issued a Facebook post, stating: 

“Stamford Law did not draft any will for LKY. The will was drafted by Kwa Kim 

Li of Lee & Lee.”  

 

15. However, this assertion was publicly rejected by Ms KKL, who informed 

the media that she did not prepare the Last Will.3  

 

 

(ii) Mr NJK  

 

16. In April 2017, the Committee also wrote to Mr NJK, the lawyer from Mrs 

LSF’s law firm who read the Last Will to Mr Lee’s family.  

 

(a) According to Mr LHL, Mrs LSF had claimed at the reading that she 

had asked Mr NJK to handle the preparation of the Last Will because 

she did not want to get personally involved. (See para 4(c)(v) above.) 

 

(b) However, Dr LWL and Mr LHY had disagreed with Mr LHL’s 

account, and took the position that the Last Will was not drafted by 

Stamford Law or Mr NJK, and had nothing to do with Mr NJK. (See 

para 7(d)(i) above.)  

 

17. Given the Parties’ differing accounts, the Committee sought Mr NJK’s 

assistance to clarify his involvement in the preparation of the Last Will. In 

particular, the Committee asked Mr NJK to clarify why he read the Last Will to 

Mr Lee’s family, if he was not involved in its preparation (as Dr LWL and Mr 

LHY had stated). 

 

18. In end May 2017, Mr NJK informed the Committee that he was not in a 

position to respond to the Committee’s queries “in compliance with legal 

privilege and confidentiality”.  

 

                                                             
3 See Straits Times, “Lawyer Kwa Kim Li says she did not prepare Mr Lee Kuan Yew’s last will”, 17 June 2017.  
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19. In view of Mr NJK’s claim of privilege, the Committee informed him that 

it would therefore presume that he had acted for and advised Mr Lee in the 

drafting and preparation of the Last Will.  

 

20. Mr NJK then replied to the Committee, stating that the presumption was 

incorrect, i.e. that he did not act for or advise Mr Lee in the drafting and 

preparation of the Last Will.  

 

 

The Committee’s Views  

 

21. The Committee has stated to the Parties that its task is to consider what Mr 

Lee’s wishes were in respect of the Property. The circumstances of the Last Will’s 

preparation are only relevant to the Committee’s work in the context of Dr LWL 

and Mr LHY’s reliance on the Last Will (in particular, the Demolition Clause) as 

evidence of Mr Lee’s staunch opposition to preservation.  

 

22. In this regard, the Committee notes that Dr LWL and Mr LHY have not 

responded to the Committee’s request for clarifications on the circumstances in 

which the Last Will was prepared, and that Mrs LSF also did not respond to the 

Committee’s invitation to clarify her role in the preparation of the Last Will.  

 

23. The Committee did not find it necessary to set out its views on these 

questions, or on the legal validity of the Last Will, for the purposes of this Report.  

 

24. The points made by the Parties regarding Mr Lee’s Last Will, which have 

been in the public domain, are summarised here for ease of reference and 

understanding, to assist in considering Mr Lee’s wishes, when a decision has to 

be made on the Property. 
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ANNEX C-2 

 

MR LEE KUAN YEW’S LETTER TO CABINET DATED 27 DEC 2011 
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ANNEX C-3 

URA’S GRANT OF WRITTEN PERMISSION DATED 17 APR 2012
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